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FROM THE INSIDE

Super Mac and de Judge
Brett Collins.

We were duped. Together with many other'groups the Prisoners Legal 
Cooperative thought w ithout analysis that as the long-awaited Royal 
Com m ission was at last a reality, the truth would com e out and w e’d all 
end up happy. The long chain of lies and deceit, Maddison, Waddy and 
Coleman as well as McGeechan would all be exposed and the public would 
sym pathise, with our oppressed conditions welcom ing us back into its midst.

But the realities have seeped through to all participants,showing how  
dependent success is upon (1) the political c o n te x t ,(2 ) the solitary view of 
Naglej(3) the capacity o f  the prison comm issioner to  obfuscate and depolarise the issues.
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(1) Firstly the political setting would seem lo  be straightforward. Madd- 
ison and Waddy presided as Liberal ministers over numerous riots and 
vicariously bashed and wounded helpless prisoners in their aftermath. When 
the public became concerned they hastily covered the traces and those of  
their henchm en so blatantly that censure was moved in Parliament itself by 
George Petersen MLA for the lies told to Parliament in their efforts to  

conceal the truth.
Enter a new government with clean hands and the prisoners’ good will. 

That should have resulted in a grand expose" with shock and disgust regis
tering on every voter in the state. However^most surprisingly,the Wran gov
ernment adopted a very cool approach^allowing McGeechan to stay and try 
to clean his mess as well as cover his tracks. It is clear Wran recognises 
that he has the Liberals on toast whenever he wants regarding the manage
ment of prisons. To put his own appointment into M cGeechan’s position  
would imply approval o f the new management and open it up to criticism, 
whereas until Nagle reports he now has a solid asset without effort. On rec
eipt o f the report the sacking o f Supermac and his im mediate sycophants  
will sym bolise public disgust for the Liberal prison administration and will 
be timed for Wran’s maximum benefit later in his term.

(2) On the second point Nagle’s position worries us. He will Tiave little 
leeway for his report as the facts are indisputable. Crims were, have been  
and still are being treated shockingly. As subsequent gains we expect greater 
official and public interaction. We’ll score some safeguards on our rights 
with r few superficial goodies as well as a couple o f structural changes in the 
work release/parole/rem ission system . Those are the changes that worry us 
m ost of all as we believe they will be more suppressive and intended to  
enable even greater m anipulation of the crims than at present.

It is easy to exam ine Nagle’s resolution of matters argued between the 
opposing sides and observe his efforts at a reasonable- balance apart from  
some notable exceptions, with even remarkable sensitivity to the educational 
differences and social problems of witnesses, To do so though would only  
be to recognise the restraint o f a judge while hearing a trial according to  
laid-out lines o f conduct to  ensure acceptance and no early criticism o f his 
handling procedures. The jury and accused feel confident in the un-biased 
proceedings so are quite prepared to accept that the facts persuaded the 
judge to sum up the evidence so adversely to the accused.

Nagle has been sending people to prison for life for a period o f around 1 6 
years without questioning the effectiveness of prison. He has gone through  
the m otions of considering the deterrent value, rehabilitative! prospects tariff 
scales etc not wondering if any of the concepts had validity or if the alter
natives were viable. He hasn’t interviewed people he has sentenced during 
their imprisonm ent, or exam ined the conditions he has condem ned them to , 
or follow ed up the effects prison life had on them .N o. The judge is tied by 
his past actions to the system  as much as Supermac. To point up its failure 
would be *' to condem n his brother judges and him self, so for this inquiry 
to freely and fairly probe the issues the suggestion o f  a panel o f three includ
ing citizens and an ex-crim should have been pushed much harder. These 
people would still retain the shudder of normal citizens when they knew  
that another human being had the prospect o f years secluded in a cell by 
him self for 18 hours away from his family who accepted him along with his
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flaws. The horror of Billy Baldry’s evidence alone would strike any doubt 
from their minds and convince them that prisons are a blight qn our civil
isation, a degradation to  crims, screws and judges together with citizens.

Their interest would not be to continue a prison/parole/works release 
system enabling total and absolute monitoring of prisoners such that no 
further riots would occur and recalcitrant crims be segregated, but not 
affecting recidivism. They would not have a vested interest to maintain the 
system or even to  highlight the need for a strong judiciary to protect the 
citizens against highly publicised “ crazed felons” . Who has not laughed 
cynically at trial judges’ strident cries pandering to  the establishment media 
and public excitem ent in declaring a man we know intimately to  be “a beast 
a m onster” . The police squads boast about the viciousness of the fellow 
they tangled with and beat, the judge accepts and embellishes their sta te
ments in righteous language, the crim himself adopts his new role and the 
newspapers complete the cycle. How are we to  expect a judge to shrug off his conditioning to tha t same man as a social victim, and then to reverse 
the) cycle he has been feeding?(3) Influence of the machinations of McGeechan.

McGeechqn’s post-inquiry activities are only as im portant as he is allowed 
to  make them . He is busy shuffling and retiring his superintendents 
in conjunction with his superior officers in as visible way as possible with 
whole prisons exchanging their populations in mass moves of spectacular 
app’eal. Places close down and others reopen with multiple renaming^form- 
ing and reforming of administrative structures amid a frenzy of activity. 
Everyone knows the place is changing — hell, the statem ent Supermac gave the Royal Commission is 50% out of date — I mean who the hell is the 
governor of ... and what is the division in charge of ... For sure after, all this excitement Nagle won’t have to  report the need for many changes as Super- 
mac’s learnt his lesson.

The tru th  is something entirely different. Motions guise as reforms. The 
man is doing the only thing he is capable of. Changes in management flow 
diagrams, physical resource reapportioning coupled with the odd com puter 
program, a couple of dozen psychologists, scores of runny-nosed parole 
officers, training programs with every screw and his mother getting re
educated and personally developed to  enable his tower duty to be more pro
ductive. The line of command is being weeded of any independent-thinking 
persons to  be replaced by toadies. The word is “suck or shrivel” .

Sycophants in their suits of supermac-approved cut form his personal 
elite elevated at great rapidity over the established ranks. The traditionally 
independent positions of governor long preserved by stalwart union pressure 
have been converted to puppet seats for the benefit of greater centralisation 
of power in McGeechan’s hands. Crims no longer get decisions, no longer get 
to understand the governor, who conversely no longer feels a loyalty to his 
prison and prisoners but looks to his ambition — the quickest way to brown 
nose up the ladder.

Not one of Superm ac’s movements affect the crims’ treatm ent but only 
fiddle with the visible superstructure at large public expense to obfuscate 
external exam ination. Those changes are the easy ones, avoiding the social 
ones our leader is too small for, the crim /screw/adm instration/com m unity 
interfaces that really do affect attitudes, recidivism — and riots. How can he
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be expected to  possess any human understanding of these when his own 
screws never see him, resenting his arrogant aloofness as open contem pt.

When the Prisoners Legal Cooperative had an hour meeting with him in 
September there was open amazement throughout the Long Bay Complex 
— “ But he w on’t speak with us! I haven’t even seen him !” The PLC called 
for his resignation at tha t meeting as he had violated the integrity of his post 
by his lies and by his unwillingeness to be responsive to  the prison commun
ity.He-thought that was funny. He has to go.

OUR ACTIVATES FOR THE ROYAL COMMISSION

The PLC started off poorly with correspndence to  the Royal Commission 
being intercepted and ripped up by the CIP governor Jack Jones in front of 
the legal officer for Supermac, Considine, on the 6th of April. Naturally a 
copy was still slipped out the back door explaining to the Inquiry our back
ground and claim to  be present throughout the hearings perm itted full cross- 
exam ination of witnesses.

Our application was derailed:(a) Our form ation at Cessnock in 1974 arising out of dissatisfaction with 
our lines of comm unication and ability to  express our democratic voice to 
influence our standing. McGeechan ignored our application for official sup
port so we gained legal advice finding that he was unable to  stop our pro
ceedings.(b) Our Activities concerned with better access to the law through our 
library, connections w ith lawyers, prison reform groups and our own solic
itor. Our members are able to gain first hand knowledge of the whole spec
trum  of difficulties specially relevant to the crim so as to  pass advice to  all 
prisoners, advice causing considerable extra work for the administration and 
normally purposefully kept to  the minimum due to  the carefully nurtured 
prisoner ignorance.

Correspondence with the whole range of legal and social structures was 
entered into for increased rights while gaining greater public awareness and 
included approaches for our state and federal vote to the appropriate Min
isters, different Inquiries into the Police Forces, Legal Aid, the Institute of 
Criminology, for Minimum Standards for prisoners; Privacy Committee on 
ex-prisoners records, access to Parole Board hearings, prisoners own files and 
work reports; Public Service Board recruitm ent standards for screws etc. etc.

(c) The membership and constitution explaining that we saw the PLC as 
a tool for the use of all prisoners including non-members for the extension 
of their own individual power overtheircircumstances. We stated our basic 
rule that in response to the repression of the prisons departm ent we left it 
for a prisoner alone to  decide whether to disclose his membership or if he 
held one of the ten executive positions.

The response to the application was a series of fob-offs by Nagle with our 
solicitor Ian Dodd confronted with a new set of difficulties each time in an 
obvious effort to quarantine the criminal influences as far away from the 
courtroom  as possible. It was almost as though it just wasn’t happening.
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Supermac doled out oranges and bananas, the Sydney Morning Herald 
which was covering the inquiry quite fully was not allowed to  be bought, 
transcripts of the proceedings were unavailable, and nobody knew anything 
about developments or progress, or even whether it had already been com
pleted.Eventually Ian Dodd succeeded in extracting a promise to place a trans
cript in every prison library for the crims’ use, causing the screws to  bellow 
and a couple of weeks later also to  receive a copy. For quite a few days 
governors in different prisons were fighting rearguard actions to ensure as 
little access as possible,ranging from the express order tha t the transcripts 
were to  be bound in one folder not to  be taken out of the library, no t to 
supply chairs for their reading, to  the closing down of the library or being 
out of bounds for all the week.Quite recently after some publicity the Prisoners Legal Cooperative rec
eived an invitation from the Royal Commission to put full submissions on 
the evidence for the guidance of Nagle for his eventual report. Here is a clear 
and com pact way for us to  make our position heard on the real issues so we 
will make full use of it with 2 members of the executive presenting the sub
missions gathered and distilled from members and others throughout the 
gaols.

The basic difficulty lies in our concern not to be destructive and dob in 
all the screws for all the mongrel acts they’ve got away with. It is true that 
we owe them  no loyalty — they’ve withdrawn themselves from the human 
race — but we would gain nothing except m om entary satisfaction. And that 
would be at the hands and thanks to  a judicial system under which we suffer. 
Then it would clearly have our badge<of'approval.

Would we put them  in gaol? What? Pollute our home!
W’e can’t guarantee the result of us all being happy but what we are sure 

of is that they w on’t be.
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